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Should original poetry written by a student or a non-published third party
and given a pen name, be entered into a generic interpretation of poetry event?
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The "moral responsibility" we have to our students and to this activity
can easily get away from us as we get into the forensics season because it is
easy to allow the end to justify the means. Ethics are nice, but we do not
award trophies to the top six competitors and the top three schools for ethical
behavior. Ethics do not seem to please administrators and other financially lucrative branches of the bureaucratic system as much as the recognition that
comes with being a nationally qualifying college or university. Our students
are not comforted on the way home because they observed ethically correct behavior yet came in seventh place in all of their events. We can point out the
"rightness, justice, goodness, truthfulness and vinue" of our behaviors but
they don't always hold up as well as results. Quite frankly, although we may
not be pleased with the theoretical implications of the end justifying the
means, we must still deal with it daily. Sandra Madsen (1984, p 7) agrees. She
states, "Like football, the continued existence of the program is justified by
the number of students served, or the visibility of its successes." However, she
goes on to say, "The end justifies the means is perhaps the most useful approach and one which is found too often in programs currently in existence."
A third reason ethical standards are not always up to par is at times, it is easier
to let our professional ethics slide and defer to more personal ethics. It is my
belief that IE coaches are only human and being only human can often get us
into trouble. There are always those individuals or situations that appeal to my
more compassionate nature (although they seem to be diminishing as I get
older and wiser). For example, a freshman who is a good student, a nice person, and has a reasonable attitude about competition asks me for help with a
speech he/she has written that in its present state will not do well in competition. In this situation, I am more likely to stan to cross the line between
ethical and unethical behavior with regards to ghostwriting than I would in
many other situations. Although professionally and intellectually I understand
the problems of ghostwritten speeches, at that moment, helping that student
with that speech could seem more important to me.
Although the reasons an IE coach may extend too much help are understandable, we cannot deny the possibility that our actions will have certain effects on our IE programs. Two major effects are: 1) The emphasis of the program might swing away from the educational aspects of IE. 2) We may inadvertently lead students away from the ethics that we should be teaching them.
There are many reasons students want to compete in IE. Two of the most
often heard reasons are the educational benefits and the opportunity for success
in competition.
It is my assumption that many coaches, including myself, feel that the
educational benefits of IE should be emphasized over the other benefits of
competition. If that assumption is correct, then it would only make sense that
our coaching strategies should convey these sentiments as well. Yet coaching

Should the speech writing process be a completely collaborative effort between
coach and student? Should an oral interpretation selection used successfully by
one student be filed away and given to another student for competition two or
three years later? If any of these situations sound familiar to you, it is probably because you are an individual events (IE) coach. Often as IE coaches, we
are called upon to answer questions, like the ones above, that may not have
one right answer. Questions like these, bring up issues of ethical standards. As
an IE coach, I fmd it is most difficult to decide how I feel about ethics when it
concerns the input a coach should have in the preparation of individual events.
Although the help offered by an IE coach may be offered with the best of intentions, it may be too helpful if not slightly unethical. Yet it is nearly impossible to recognize when the encouragement, suggestions, or assistance offered be an IE coach become too helpful. So where is the magical line between
too much input and not enough? How do we know when coaching behaviors
are ethical and when do they become unethical? By examining the reasons why
an IE coach might extend more help than is necessary and then, look at the effects that too much coaching could have on an IE program, we can then consider some suggestions that could be helpful in showing us how to do more
good by doing less.
The dilemma of how much help a forensics coach should offer his/her
students has been around for years, certainly at least as long as I have been a
coach. And as a coach, I believe there are three completely understandable if
not legitimate reasons why this occurs: 1) The perception of ethical vs
unethical behavior varies from person to person. 2) Often in IE, we allow the
end to justify the means. 3) At times, it seems easier to let a professional
ethic slide and defer to a more personal ethic.
Before we begin our discussion, of ethi~s, it is necessary to define what
ethics are. ~sell~(19g-S::if32~~1wes.:etb1CS
as '''~o!ID Tesponsibility iIF
wOIved'i'fi'"in'al5ngintentiOiW1ii1tl'V61imtatyTchoices iri oughtnes~ in relation to
s~£h )}.asic.values.asrightness, justice, goodness"truthfulnes~ ~a vjJ;t!le.: Yet,
this definition is problematic because what I view as my moral responsibility
may not be valued or perceived by another in the same manner.
In order to realize how much the perception of ethics varies from individual to individual, one need only to ask the same IE related question to two or
more IE coaches. For example, if the question "How much ethical assistance
can an IE coach give to a student?" was asked, it is quite possible that a range
of answers could be received; from very minimal interaction between coach and
student, such as only discussing topic choices, to a completely collaborative
effort between coach and student throughout the speech preparation process.
Although the answers may suggest varying levels of interaction between coach
and student, it is quite possible that each coach perceived that they were acting
within the realm of their "moral responsibility" to forensics.
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strategies that offer too much help, even with the best of intentions, are
potentially detrimental to the educational aspects of IE. Johannesen (1983, p
124) points out that:
"In a speech communication course or an English composition course,
most people agree that the student is entirely responsible for creating his or
her own message. Training in analysis, research and composition is subverted
when a student relies on someone else to do all or part of his or her work."
Of course, many believe that participation in IE is an extension of what
should be taught in a more conventional speech communication course. If we
presume that to be true, it is difficult to overlook our educational
responsibilities in IE.
Ernest G. Bormann (1961, p 266) echoes Johannesen's insight He maintains:
At some point on the continuum of collaboration the place is reached
where the speech changes character. The language becomes different from what
it would have been had the speaker prepared the speech for himself with some
aid in gathering information and some advice from friends and associates about
parts that he should consider revising. At this point the ideas are different, the
structure of the speech is different, the nuances of meaning change from what
they would have been had this speech really been 'his own'. when this happens
one of the primary functions of speech is corrupted."
Obviously, if we do indeed hold our students' educational welfare in the
highest esteem, it may be best to offer less assistance.
Equally as important as the educational aspects of IE are the ethics that we
may or may not be communicating to our students. For example, there is an
ongoing ethical controversy within the speech communication field about
whether or not the end justifies the means. This is an argument I could have
with myself everyday during the IE season. Certainly, it has been debated in a
more broad sense for years. Karl Wallace (1955, P 1) states, "The problem is
essentially this: Does the end warrant our using any means which seem likely
to achieve it? . . .This is an ethical problem. It is time that teachers of communication confronted it squarely." If we agree with Sandra Madsen (1984, P
7) that the end justifying the means is "an approach found too often in (IE)
programs currently in existence", then we should not be communicating to our
students that winning is the most important aspect of competition. One of the
ways we may be unintentionally communicating "the end" over "the means" is
through extensive collaboration with our students' individual events. If coaches
were to allow students more time to explore the depth of their talents and p0tential on their own, we may also be more clearly.communicating some of the
value in not always winning. Perhaps as forensics coaches and teachers of
communication, it is time to look at the way we communicate basic ethics to
our students during the coaching and preparation of individual events.

Whether we like it or not, it is up the directors and coaches of IE programs to convey the ethical standards needed in this activity. Wallace and
Bormann make this point very clear. Wallace (1955, p 2) tells us:
"A political speaker may win the vote, or a competitor in a speech contest
may win the prize, but it is far more important that his means and methods,
the character of his skill and indeed the quality of his entire product should
conform to standards formulated by competent judges and critics of speech
making."
Similarly, Bormann (1961, p 266) asserts: "The scholar needs to define
clearly the boundaries of plagiarism and scholarship. There is a continuum of
borrowing as there is a continuum in so many ethical questions. Somewhere
along the continuum an ethical line should be drawn between dishonest and
honest collaboration."
The inevitable suggestion is that the forensics community develop a formal
code of ethics. There is an existing AFA code of ethics. I believe that while
this code is a good starting place, it is not widely known nor does it cover all
of the issues that we may want to consider. It is time to re-examine this code
and perhaps to make some revisions which could include possible limitations
on coaching input as well as other matters not addressed here. Obviously, one
person cannot provide a revised copy of the AF A code for the entire forensics
community. However, some authors have provided suggestions for what
should be included in such a code.
Sandra Madsen (1984, p 4) is one author who acknowledges the need for a
code of ethics. She makes a distinction that could prove useful in revIsing an
ethical code. She states that the director of an IE program should choose between two perspectives. " Are they to be a director of forensic activities or a
teacher of certain communication processes? The ethical consideration of
building a forensics program are vastly different depending upon which approach that individual wishes to take." The advantage of making such a distinction is that it separates the ethical consideration for both roles and it begins to lead us in an appropriate ethical direction. This separation allows us to
develop competitive ethics apart from educational ethics.
However, despite the usefulness of this distinction, it is crucial to remember that most IE coaches must be both a director of forensic activities
AND a teacher of communication processes. At best, one should endeavor to
strike a balanced combination of both roles. Obviously, without the competitive aspects of IE there would be no opportunity to teach communication
skills to these students. Yet, one of the best ways to be successful at
competition is to teach the students to become proficient at communication
skills. So while it may be useful to employ Madsen's distinction, when the
code has been fully redeveloped it should take into consideration both roles of
the IE program director and/or coach.
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In addition to the problems of the specific content to be included in a code
of ethics, there would also be more general concerns.Johannesen (1983) ad
dresses formal codes of ethics in his book Ethics in Human Communication.
He discusses the weaknesses of one as well as some of the useful functions
one could serve. He also gives examples of workable codes of ethics all ready
in use. In short, Johannesen, along with Madsen and the AFA code of ethics
all ready in existence, gives us a starting point if we should choose to rework
the code of ethics.
At this point,the decision to revise,rewrite or simply more clearly com
municate the current code of ethics to all members of the forensics commu
nity,may not be evident. Once the decision is made, we will not have an easy
job ahead of us. Hopefully,it will help to make the job of an IE coach easier
in regard to limitations on coach input. Most importantly, it would give an IE
coach seeking answers to ethical questions a place to start to look for those
answers. An ethical code could be especially invaluable if a coach is the only
coach of a program or if that coach is new to inter-collegiate IE. when coach
ing an IE team,it is difficult to know when coaching becomes too helpful,
what effect it might have on an IE program,but most significantly,it is diffi
cult to know what to do about those problems. As an IE coach,it is impossi
ble to ignore the ethical questions that are asked everyday during the IE season.
Perhaps a fonnal code of IE ethics would make answers to those questions
possible in the future.
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